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Kinetic energy of He atoms in liquid 4He-3He mixtures
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Deep inelastic neutron scattering measurements on liquid3He-4He mixtures in the normal phase have been
performed on the VESUVIO spectrometer at the ISIS pulsed neutron source at exchanged wave vectors of
about q.120.0 Å21. The neutron Compton profilesJ(y) of the mixtures were measured along theT
51.96 K isotherm for3He concentrations,x, ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 at saturated vapor pressures. Values of
kinetic energieŝT& of 3He and4He atoms as a function ofx, ^T&(x), were extracted from the second moment
of J(y). The present determinations of^T&(x) confirm previous experimental findings for both isotopes and, in
the case of3He, a substantial disagreement with theory is found. In particular^T&(x) for the 3He atoms is
found to be independent of concentration yielding a value^T&3(x50.1).12 K, much lower than the value
suggested by the most recent theoretical estimates of approximately 19 K.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The microscopic static and dynamic properties of liqu
4He-3He mixtures are characterized by the interplay b
tween the Fermi (3He) and Bose (4He) statistics, the inter-
atomic interaction, and the quantum-mechanical zero-p
motion.1,2 Moreover, the Pauli exclusion principle strong
influences the stability of the mixture.1 Dilute solutions of
3He atoms in liquid4He form a prototype quantum liquid a
an example of an interacting boson-fermion mixture. Inde
the presence of3He affects the condensate fractionn0, the
superfluid fractionrs /r4 of 4He, the individual momentum
distributionsn(p), and the single-atom mean kinetic ener
^T& of the two isotopes. In recent years, considerable eff
have been addressed to the understanding of microsc
static and dynamical properties in helium mixtures from b
the experimental and the theoretical points of view.2 Experi-
mental deep inelastic neutron scattering~DINS! results have
revealed significant and interesting discrepancies betw
theory and experiment as far as determination of the cond
sate fractionn0 in the superfluid phase, mean kinetic ener
^T&3(x) of the lighter isotope, and momentum distributio
are concerned.3,4 Here,x is the concentration of3He in the
mixture. We stress that a substantial agreement betw
theories exists for the values ofn0 and^T&3(x) for low con-
centration mixtures.5–9 These discrepancies have to be co
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pared with the remarkable agreement found between the
and experiments for pure high density liquid and solid3He
~Refs. 2,10–12! and pure fluid and solid4He ~Refs. 13–16!,
respectively.

The single-atom mean kinetic energies^T&(x) reflect the
localization of the two isotopes in the mixture and are infl
enced by the mixture concentration.3,4,18,19An important con-
clusion of DINS measurements in the concentration ra
0.0<x<1.0,3,4 is that ^T&3(x) is essentially independent o
x, indicating a local environment of the3He atoms in the
mixtures similar to that of pure liquid3He. Ground state
simulation techniques provide an insight into the local en
ronment of3He and4He in liquid He mixtures and pure He
liquids, allowing the evaluation of both partial radial distr
bution functions and single particle mean kinetic energies
particular, simulation results for partial radial distributio
functions ga,b(r ) in low concentration mixtures (x<0.1)
show two distinct features. The radial distribution functio
g3,4(r ) and local density profiler3,4(r ) are very similar to
g4,4(r ), r4,4(r ), and to the pure4He radial distribution
function.9,17The second feature is thatg3,4(r ) andr3,4(r ) are
markedly different fromg3,3(r ), r3,3(r ) and from pure3He
radial distribution function. These findings support a pictu
where the3He atoms experience a greater localization in
mixture with respect to pure3He, while the4He atoms show
a microscopic structure similar to pure liquid4He. The first
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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feature accounts for the increased^T&3 values with respect to
pure liquid 3He.5–7,9,18 In the case of4He, ^T&4 is on the
contrary similar to the pure liquid value forx→0, and a
decrease of̂T&4 with increasing concentration is found, i
agreement with experimental DINS results. It has to
stressed that the similarity ofg3,4(r ) and g4,4(r ) does not
necessarily imply similar values of̂T&3 and ^T&4 in the
mixture. Moreover, since the atomic densityn in the mix-
tures is always larger than the atomic density of pure liq
3He, DINS results show that^T&3 is also independent ofn;
this, again, is in contrast with the widely-assessed dens
dependence of mean kinetic energy of all quantum fluids
solids. As far as the experimental values of^T&4(x) in the
0.0<x<0.4 range are concerned, these were found to b
agreement with microscopic calculations, resulting in a
crease of the kinetic energy of the4He atoms with increasing
concentration.

These findings motivated the present measureme
which were performed over a wider concentration range,
x50.00, 0.10, 0.35, 0.65, 0.90, 1.00, and with an increa
statistical accuracy than previous DINS experiments.3,4 At
present DINS is the only experimental technique which
lows direct access to single-particle dynamical propert
such as the momentum distributionn(pW ) and mean kinetic
energy^T&.20 Experimentally this is achieved by exploitin
the large values of wave vector and energy transfers invo
in neutron scattering with epithermal neutrons.19 The scatter-
ing process is well described within the framework of t
impulse approximation~IA !. In the IA the dynamical struc-
ture factorS(qW ,v), which determines the scattered intensi
is given by

SIA~qW ,v!5E n~pW !dS v2
\q2

2M
2

qW •pW

M
D dpW , ~1!

whereM is the atomic mass of the struck nucleus. The sc
ing properties of the scattering law can be expressed in te
of a scaling functionJ(y,q̂)5(\q/M )SIA(qW ,v), where y
5(M /\q)(v2\q2/2M ) is the West scaling variable.19,21

The functionJ(y,q̂), often referred to as the neutron Com
ton profile ~NCP! or longitudinal momentum
distribution,19,21 represents the probability density distrib
tion of y, the atomic momentum component along the dir
tion of momentum transferq̂. In the present case the depe
dence on the direction of the momentum transferq̂ will be
omitted given the absence of preferred orientations in
liquid samples. The values for^T& are obtained by exploit-
ing the second moment sum rule forJ(y):13,21

E
2`

`

y2J~y!dy5sy
25

2M

3\2
^T&, ~2!

where sy is the standard deviation ofJ(y). DINS spectra
from a liquid 3He-4He mixture will then be composed of tw
distinct contributions, one corresponding to the4He NCP,
J(y4) and, in a different region of the DINS spectra, one
the 3He NCP,J(y3). TheJ(y3,4) functions can be separate
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analyzed and from their lineshape properties the momen
distributions and mean kinetic energies can be determine

II. EXPERIMENT

The DINS measurements were carried out on the VES
VIO instrument, an inverse-geometry spectrometer opera
at the ISIS pulsed neutron source~Chilton, Didcot-UK!.22 On
this instrument the NCP spectrum is reconstructed using
filter difference technique which consists of measuring
time of flight of the neutrons scattered by the sample;
final energy is selected by a resonant foil analyzer loca
between sample and detectors.20 For the present experimen
the 4.908 eV resonance of a197Au foil filter was chosen. The
scattered neutrons were detected by 32 glass scintilla
~6Li-enriched fixed-angle elements! placed over an angula
range 115°,2u,144°, yielding average wave vector tran
fers of q.128 and 116 Å21 for 3He and4He, respectively.
These large values of wave vector transfers ensured tha
viations from the IA, generally described in terms of the fin
state effects~FSE! ~Ref. 13! were negligible and did no
affect significantly the recoil peak shapes.10,23 The corre-
sponding average energy transfers accessed were\v.11
and 7 eV for3He and4He, respectively. For highly absorb
ing 3He this energy yields a favorable ratio between t
absorption and scattering cross section of about 30.10

The experiment has been performed along the 1.96 K
therm. Known amounts of gaseous3He and 4He were first
mixed in a reservoir atT5293 K. Six mixtures were pre-
pared, for different3He concentrations, namely,x51.00,
0.90,0.65,0.35,0.10,0.00. The mixtures were then allowe
condense into the sample cell to the homogeneous liq
phase atT51.96 K. Special attention was paid to ensure th
the liquid samples were in saturated vapor pressure co
tions ~SVP!; this was achieved by measuring the vapor pr
sure of the samples on the top of the sample cell by a B
tron pressure transducer. The liquid samples were conta
in a square flat aluminum cell~6 cm width, 6 cm height, 0.5
cm thickness! placed in a liquid helium flow cryostat; th
sample temperatures were recorded by two Ge resista
thermometers located at the upper and lower ends of
sample cell, resulting in an average temperatureT51.96 K
60.01 K throughout the measurements. Experimental va
of vapor pressure for each mixture compositionx were found
to be in agreement with SVP data in the literature.24 For each
composition DINS spectra were recorded for runs last
about 24 h. The time-of-flight spectra were and normaliz
to the monitor counts by using standard routines available
VESUVIO.20 In Fig. 1 a typical time of flight spectrum a
recorded from a single detector for thex50.35 mixture is
displayed.

From this figure, one can note that the recoil peaks fr
the two different atomic masses occur at well separated
sitions in the time of flight spectrum. This is the case f
the whole set of data in the angular range explored. D
to the high values of wave vector transfer accessed,
recoil peaks can be analyzed in wave vector spaces,
y35(M3 /\q)(v2\q2/2M3) and y45(M4 /\q)(v2\q2/
2M4) for 3He and4He, respectively. The fixed-angle exper
2-2
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mental resolutionRl(y3,4), wherel is the l th fixed-angle de-
tector element, was determined for each detector throug
standard VESUVIO experimental calibration using a le
sample. TheRl(y3,4) as in previous measurements on3He
~Refs. 10,25! and 4He,26 is well described by a Voigt
function, whose parameters ares(y3)50.847 Å21,
(G/2)(y3)51.371 Å21 and s(y4)50.839 Å21, (G/2)(y4)
51.740 Å21, wheres(y) is the standard deviation of th
Gaussian component and (G/2)(y) is the half width at half
maximum of the Lorentzian component. A parallel proced
has also been setup using Monte Carlo neutron trans
simulation codes for the VESUVIO spectrometer25,27,28 in
order to simulate the complete moderator-sample-dete
neutron transport, including multiple neutron scattering a
energy dependent neutron absorption. This procedure
vided simulated DINS measurements, a simulated resolu
function Rl(y), which agreed with both experimental da
and experimentally calibratedRl(y).25,27,28This ensured the
reliability of the current calibration procedure, and also
lows the observedJ3,4(y) to be described by a convolution o
the longitudinal momentum distribution and the instrumen
resolution function.27

Absorption and multiple scattering correction. The effects
of the 3He neutron absorption on the measured scatte
from the liquid mixtures have been examined in detail, us
both an analytical approach as well as a deterministic Mo
Carlo simulation procedure. In3He the neutron absorptio
cross section is energy-dependent with the typical 1/v va
tion, with a value of 5333 b for 25 meV neutrons.29 The
incident energy range covered by the measured4He and3He
recoil peaks were 9–15 and 13–20 eV, respectively~using
Au absorption filters!. Although the absorption cross sectio

FIG. 1. Bottom: time of flight DINS spectrum from thex
50.35 mixture for a single detector at the scattering angleu
5135°. The3He and4He signals occur at approximately 205 an
240 ms, respectively; the sample cell signal is located at ab
340 ms. Top: wave vector and energy transfer range accessed i
bottom spectrum.
21452
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of 3He has a relatively smooth variation in these ranges,
analyzed in detail the effects on the measured neutron Co
ton profiles. An approach for the analytic correction of a
sorption in strongly absorbing media was first proposed
Sears.30 The double-differential scattering cross section
calculated by evaluating the distribution of scattered n
trons from a sample of finite size, with the quantiti
S(q,v), the scattering function, andS(k), the total cross
section per unit volume for a neutron with wave vectork,
occurring as parameters of the Boltzmann equation in
neutron transport theory.31 In the 3He case

S~k!5Sa~k!1Ss~k!.Sa~k!@Ss~k!, ~3!

where Sa(k) and Ss(k) are the absorption and scatterin
cross sections per unit volume; the beam attenuation du
multiple scattering is also found to be negligible, since t
ratio of double to single scattering is of the order
Ss(k)/2S(k).31 In the case of a slab shaped sample a
backscattering geometry, as shown in Fig. 2, the doub
differential cross section for single scattering is given by

d2s

dVdEf

5F A

S~ki !sec~F i !1S~kf !sec~F f !
Gn3s

kf

4pki
S~q,v!,

~4!

where A is the surface area of the sample,n3 is the 3He
atomic number density, ands is the atomic scattering cros
section. The wave vector dependence ofSa(k) is expressed
by Sa(k)5n3sa(k)5n3(4p/k)bc9 where bc9 is the imagi-
nary part of the coherent scattering length.31,32

Experimental time of flight spectra from different fixed
angle detectors have been transformed intoy space and de-
scribed in terms of the fixed-angle neutron Compton profi
Jl(y) using standard VESUVIO procedures—details of t
transformation of time of flight spectra in fixed-angle ne
tron Compton profiles are accurately described in Refs.
33—in order to correct for the incident-wave-vecto
dependent absorption an analytical correction has been
plied to they-transformed data

t
he

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the scattering geometry for a
lytical absorption corrections.S is the slab-shaped absorbin
sample.F i , f and ki , f are the angle of incidence~scattering! with
respect to the normal to the sample, and initial~final! neutron wave
vectors. Note that for the present caseF i50.
2-3
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J~y! l ,corr

5J~y! l

x

xs31~12x!s4
Fsa~kf !1sa~ki !

ki
2

kf
2cosF f

G ,

~5!

where sa(k) is the wave-vector-dependent absorption
3He, ands3 ands4 are the scattering cross section for3He
and 4He, respectively. In the case of inverse-geometry sp
trometers such as VESUVIO, the final wave vector is co
stant, and for a fixed angle spectrum, Eq.~5! assumes the
form

J~y! l ,corr5Jl~y!@A1Bki #, ~6!

where A and B are constants depending on the scatter
angle and the concentrationx; finally, due the zero-order sum
rule for J(y), J(y) l ,corr ~the suffix ‘‘corr’’ is then omitted in
the next sections! have been normalized to unity.30 The con-
centration dependent factor was first proposed by Hil
et al.34 and is particularly valid under the current experime
tal conditions of large wavevector and energy transfe
where cross correlation between3He and4He cross sections
are negligible. As a complementary procedure the Mo
Carlo neutron transport codeDINSMS ~Ref. 28! has been also
employed to evaluate multiple scattering contributions and
test the analytical absorption corrections in the mixtures
particular this code accounts for the energy dependent
sorption of the mixtures employing the following expressio

n@xs31~12x!s4#e2n[x(s31sa)1(12x)s4] tdt ~7!

which represents the probability that a neutron travel
along thet̂ direction within the slab-shaped sample will sca
ter betweent and t1dt. As expected, the ratio of double t
single scattering intensities varied between 1.2% for thx
50.1 mixture and 0.1% for thex50.9 mixture, in agreemen
with theoretical predictions.30,31 Therefore multiple scatter
ing corrections were neglected. Moreover, by comparing
ratio of simulated data in momentum space with and with
absorption contributions included, the analytical correct
factor @Eq. ~5!# was recovered. An example of a correctio
factor, as derived from simulations for ax50.35 mixture for
a scattering angle of 135° is presented in Fig. 3.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The experimental spectra for each mixture composit
were converted to3He and 4He momentum space. Follow
ing this procedure a single function,J(y), averaged over al
the 32 detectors was derived for each isotope and for e
composition.

The NCP were analyzed by simultaneously fitting the t
recoil peaks appearing inJ(y3)@J(y4)#. The component cen
tered aty50 in J(y) was fitted by a model functionM (y)
broadened by the instrumental resolution. The other com
nent, centered at negative (4He) or positive (3He) y values
were fitted using a Voigt function. The model functionM (y)
used to describe the longitudinal momentum distribution w
of the form
21452
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M ~y!5
e2y2/2s2

A2ps2 F (
n52l

`

dnHnS y

A2s2D G , ~8!

where Hn(y/A2s2) is the nth Hermite polynomial, ands
and dn are fitting parameters; this functional form wa
applied by Sears35 for the analysis of neutron scatterin
from pure liquid 4He, and a generalized form, including a
gular dependencies, is currently used for momentum dis
bution spectroscopy in hydrogen containing systems on
VESUVIO spectrometer.36 We usedd051 and d250, in
order thatM (y) satisfies the following sum rules:

E
2`

`

M ~y!dy51, ~9!

E
2`

`

M ~y!y2dy5s25sy
2 . ~10!

In the present case orders up toH4(y/A2s2) were employed.
The inclusion of higher order polynomials did not result
significant improvements of the fits. As an example, in Fig
the J(y3) function for three different compositions is pre
sented, together with the fitted line shapes. The results for
determination of the mean kinetic energies for the two i
topes and the six mixture compositions are reported in Ta
I, and are shown in Fig. 5, in comparison with previo
experiments and several theoretical predictions.

The present results extend the range of concentratiox
with respect to previous DINS measurements, with improv
statistical accuracy. The4He kinetic energy is found to de
crease with concentration, while the3He kinetic energy does
not depend appreciably on the concentration.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present experiment show that
kinetic energy of4He atoms is strongly affected by the a
dition of 3He; this is expected from density and quantu
statistics arguments. A remarkable agreement with previ
measurements and recent theories is found, with sl
discrepancies with respect to finite temperature met

FIG. 3. Correction factor derived from the ratio of simulate
data with and without absorption contributions.
2-4
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calculations.7 On the other hand, the kinetic energy of th
3He atoms appears unaffected by the presence of the hi
density boson fluid, which seems to promote3He delocaliza-
tion. It is illustrative to compare theJ(y3) spectra for thex
50.10 mixture and for the pure3He fluid, as shown in Fig.
6, there is no substantial broadening ofJ(y3) on going from
the pure liquid to the low-concentration mixture.

We stress that in several papers5–7 the discrepancies be
tween experiments and theories on the determinations
^T&3 have been attributed to high-energy tails in the dynam
structure factors, resulting in exponential-like tails in the m
mentum distributions, which could be masked by ba
ground noise, or are not accounted for using inadequ
model functions forJ(y3).5–7 We point out, however, tha
since the high-energy tails are due to the repulsive part of
interatomic potential, they are present in the momentum
tribution of the 4He component as well. This is well illus

TABLE I. Single-particle kinetic energies for3He and 4He,
respectively, for the six mixtures. The density of the mixtures is a
reported; density values were derived extrapolating the data f
Table VI of Ref. 38 toT51.96 K. Note that due to the very sma
intensities of the4He recoil peaks for thex50.65 and thex
50.90 mixtures it was not possible to reliably determine^T&4.

x n(nm23) ^T&3 ~K! ^T&4 ~K!

0.00 21.87 16.060.5
0.10 21.40 12.160.4 13.860.6
0.35 19.94 10.460.3 12.060.6
0.65 18.22 11.860.7
0.90 16.27 10.760.8
1.00 15.44 10.960.4

FIG. 4. J(y3) for the x50.10, 0.35, and 1.00 mixtures~solid
circles!. The peak centered at negative values of momentum co
sponds to the4He peak, centered at lower recoil energy. The so
lines are the fits to the neutron Compton profiles.
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trated by Fig. 6 of Ref. 5, where the momentum distributio
of 3He and4He in anx50.066 mixture have practically the
same high-momentum tails. The background noise is
same for the two isotopes in the same measurement, w
the spectrometer resolution narrows on going from variab
y4 to y3 in the same spectra; therefore one would expect
increased sensitivity to the detection of the high-moment
tails in J(y3). To test this hypothesis we simulated a me
surement ofJ(y3) for anx50.066 mixture in the experimen
tal configuration of the present measurements. The mom
tum distribution published in Ref. 5,n(3)(k) of 3He for the
x50.066 mixture at zero temperature was converted toJ(y3)
using the general result19

o
m

FIG. 6. J(y3) for thex50.10 mixture, full circles and pure3He
liquid (x51.00), open triangles.

e-

FIG. 5. Single-particle kinetic energies for3He ~lower panel,
solid circles! and 4He ~upper panel, solid circles!, respectively, for
the six mixtures. DINS experimental results from Azuahet al. ~Ref.
3!, right triangles. DINS experimental results from Wanget al.
~Ref. 4!, left triangles. Variational calculations at zero temperatu
for x50.066 from Boronatet al. ~Ref. 5!, solid squares. Restricte
path integral Monte Carlo calculations atT52 K from Boninsegni
et al. ~Ref. 7!, open diamonds. Variational Monte Carlo calculatio
at zero temperature from Leeet al. ~Ref. 8!, solid triangles. Re-
stricted path integral Monte Carlo calculations atT52 K from
Boninsegniet al. ~Ref. 9!, solid diamond.
2-5
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J~y!5
1

2pEuyu

`

dk k n~k!. ~11!

This function shows pronounced high-momentum contri
tions due to the depletion of the Fermi sphere, the Fe
wave vector beingkf50.347 Å21. The kinetic energy value
obtained from the second moment of the reconstructedJ(y3)
was ^T&3518.2 K. The function was used as input for th
DINSMS code, which was run for a scattering angle of 135
The inputJ(y3) and the simulated experiment are reported
Fig. 7.

The simulated spectrum was fitted by the convolution o
Voigt function, representing the spectrometer resolution,
two model functions: a simple Gaussian and the Gau
Hermite expansion introduced above~Sec. III! with orders
up to H8(y/A2s2). The use of a single Gaussian resulted
^T&3516.760.4 K, while the use of the Gauss-Hermite e
pansion resulted in̂T&3517.060.4 K. This indicates tha
the experimentally determined kinetic energies of3He are
altered by less than 2.5 K, ruling out a strong effect of
high-momentum tails on the determination of kinetic en
gies.

A second test was performed to compare self-consiste
the datasets available from the present measurements.
pure 3He liquid data (x51.00) were used as the calibratio
measurement, andJ(y3) was modeled to have the function
form reported in Ref. 39, corresponding to a Fermi-like m
mentum distribution with a discontinuity at the Fermi m
mentum and high-momentum exponential tails; the resul
kinetic energy waŝT&3511.7 K, a value close to the theo
retical predictions.11 This function was convoluted with a
Voigt function, an ‘‘effective’’ resolution to be determine
from the fit to the pure liquid data. The resulting Voigt fun
tion had the following parameterss(y3)51.262 Å21,
(G/2)(y3)50.9173 Å21. This ‘‘effective’’ resolution was
employed to fit thex50.1 data, and the resulting kinet

FIG. 7. SimulatedJ(y3) for a x50.066 mixture. Upper panel
input Neutron Compton Profile derived from Ref. 5; lower pan
the resultingJ(y3) after the simulation with theDINSMS code.
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energy waŝT&3510.4760.6 K, confirming that no increas
in kinetic energy, even in low-concentration mixtures, is
dicated in the DINS experiments.

This picture suggests that the local environment of
3He atoms remains unchanged in saturated vapor pres
liquid mixtures. Within the same picture, the^T&3(x) behav-
ior results also in â T&3(n) behavior, wheren is the total
atomic density, which differs radically from the widely a
sessed atomic-density dependence of kinetic energy o
quantum fluids and solids. Figure 8 shows the^T&3(n) be-
havior of the mixtures, as compared to^T&3(n) of the pure
liquid.10,37 The atomic density in the mixture is higher tha
in pure liquid 3He in equilibrium, and increases up ton
521.87 nm23 for x50, upon adding4He.38 A statistically
significant departure from the density dependence obse
in the pure fluid appears forn>19 nm23. However, we
stress that in this case the simultaneous changes of de
and concentration prevent a thorough picture of the den
and concentration dependence of^T&3. Systematic studies in
several ~concentration, pressure, temperature! thermody-
namic states not previously investigated both experiment
and theoretically are certainly needed on the experime
and theoretical sides. For example,^T&3(n) measurements
on mixtures at fixed concentration~fixed concentration and
increased pressure and density! would test whether the den
sity dependence is recovered upon approaching and cros
the liquid-solid transition. However, previous and present
sults show unambiguously a behavior of^T&3 in the mixture
which is not density dependent as for other quantum flu
and is not reproduced by any simulation studies.

The interpretation of these results is far from obviou
Two independent measurements3,4 and the present work
have shown unequivocally that the3He kinetic energy in the
mixtures is essentially independent on concentration
density. Further, we have shown that high-energy tails can
explain this surprising result. Given the fact that a rema
able agreement between experiment and theory has
found for the pure helium liquids, we hope that our wo

,

FIG. 8. ^T&3(n) for 3He-4He liquid mixtures and pure3He
liquid; present measurements on the mixtures, solid circles; D
experimental results from Azuahet al. ~Ref. 3!, on the mixtures,
right triangles; pure liquid3He from Dimeoet al. ~Ref. 37!, open
squares; high density pure liquid3He from Senesiet al. ~Ref. 10!,
open circle.
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KINETIC ENERGY OF He ATOMS IN LIQUID 4He- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 214522 ~2003!
stimulates further theoretical and experimental effort. Fr
the experimental point of view, we can envisage that hi
resolution and high statistical quality data over an exten
range of temperatures, compositions, and densities, ca
obtained employing novel chopper and resonance filter s
trometers at pulsed neutron sources. However, the un
standing of these results remains a challenge to conventi
theories of liquid isotopic helium mixtures.
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